
Are you feeling stuck, overwhelmed, or fearful? 

Late in the spring of 2021, I (Ryan) had been working in a grocery store for over eight months 
after I had lost my job due to the Covid-19 pandemic. I had tried so hard to have a positive 
attitude about the situation as I applied for other jobs. I kept on telling myself, “Even though this 
isn’t what I want, I have a job and we have just enough to get by.” But, there was a dread deep 
inside me that kept on pointedly asking me, “What if you never find anything else? What if you 
end up stuck here forever?”

After failing to get a job somewhere else on my tenth try, that dread reached a fever pitch. I could 
barely get myself to go in to work at the store. I was too overwhelmed to continue being 
overworked and paid poorly. I missed spending time with my family. I desperately wanted change 
and to find work somewhere else. But I also felt overlooked by other employers and I was too 
afraid to apply anywhere else after being rejected over and over again. I felt like I couldn’t do 
anything to change my circumstances! 

Have you ever been in a similar space? Where your circumstances have left you feeling trapped 
and helpless to make a change? Maybe you feel this way right now and you are not sure what 
can be done to overcome this immobilizing situation. 

At Wayfaring Companions, we believe that when people embody Moxie, the necessary 
movement is created to liberate someone from stuckness. You might be asking “What is Moxie?” 
Embodying Moxie is when we work up the nerve to be authentic and take a bold action for the 
greater good. It is the movement from our inner life’s stuckness to an intentional action in the 
external world that reveals the injustice of the situation. When we embody Moxie, we tap into our 
inner Vitality, which keeps us from giving up and leads us to do something about our 
circumstances.
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Symptom of Stuckness: I feel called to
action but I am overwhelmed or unable to
find a place for this calling. 

Sign of Liberation: I work up the nerve to
be authentic and take bold action for the
greater good.

Moxie



The idea of taking a bold action when you are already overwhelmed can feel intimidating and unrealistic. 
Yet, this bold action does not have to be a big action. In fact, it can be quite small. For example, I took a 
small and simple action at the grocery store that led to change. Customers regularly asked me, “How are 
you doing?” while checking out with their groceries. I realized that I never responded truthfully to them. I 
always gave them the generic, “I am good.” But, I was not “good.” I was desperate. I was afraid. I was 
downright miserable. I was nowhere close to good. I asked why I kept on lying to them and to myself in 
those moments. As I contemplated this reality, I realized that the only way to move forward was to be 
honest. So I set an intentional practice for myself in which I told customers the truth about how I was 
doing. I said, “I am not okay.” It was downright awkward. It made people visibly uncomfortable. But, I felt 
free and that little action broke through the facade that everything was okay. 

Customers began to stop and respond in genuine concern. “What is going on?” The truth would stumble 
out. Other employees at the store heard the words; they felt the same way. They also began to say “I am 
not okay.” This led to more truths being shared, which reached even more customers’ ears and hearts.
The customers were now able to see the injustice that was right in front of them. They asked each other, 
“What can we do?” They agreed to organize and write individual emails to the board of directors to 
express their concerns about the working conditions and pay for the employees at the store. Three 
weeks after I began to say, “I am not okay,” the store announced that they were increasing wages and 
taking intentional steps to address the complaints about working conditions. 

This is where the work of a Wayfaring Companion becomes so important. As spiritual companions, we 
sometimes journey with those who feel trapped by societal expectations or overwhelmed by 
powerlessness. Moxie gives us the courage to move towards the unknown Mystery in life, the very thing 
our stuckness tells us we cannot do. When we cooperate with Moxie, we often find that there are others 
longing to act. Moxie reveals our calling towards social responsibility and asks us to be a companion 
alongside our community when injustice keeps them from living well. 
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